Appendix 5.3: Half-hourly settlement for profile classes 1 to 4

1. In the Remedies Notice, we invited views from parties on the effectiveness and proportionality of this remedy. We asked:

(a) whether this remedy would be effective in stimulating tariff innovation, in particular in terms of time-of-use tariffs;

(b) how long the parties should be given to agree a plan for the introduction of half-hourly settlement;

(c) what the principle barriers were to the introduction of a cost-effective option to use half-hourly consumption data in electricity settlement for profile classes 1 to 4 and how these could be reduced;

(d) whether the use of half-hourly consumption data in settlement for these profile classes (or certain of them) should be optional for energy suppliers, or should be mandatory and what the advantages/disadvantages of each approach were;

(e) whether there were any distributional considerations that we should take into account in relation to time-of-use tariffs, for example, vulnerable customers paying more if they fail to change their consumption patterns or if the decline in the required generation capacity outweighs any increase in peak prices; and

(f) when the (optional/mandatory) use of half-hourly consumption data should replace settlement based on assumed customer profiles.

Tariff innovation

2. Most respondents\(^1\) said that half-hourly settlement had the potential to stimulate tariff innovation, in particular time-of-use tariffs. First Utility\(^2\) agreed but said that a plan as described by remedy 13 would not lead to tariff innovation as an end in itself.

---


\(^2\) First Utility response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, p49, paragraph 3.134.
3. Gazprom[^3] was not convinced that half-hourly settlement had the potential to stimulate tariff innovation, in particular time-of-use tariffs, and said that a plan as described by remedy 13 would not lead to tariff innovation as an end in itself.

4. Centrica said that a plan as described by remedy 13 could enable the development of future dynamic time-of-use tariffs, but that these tariffs would only be developed when customers demanded them, and not when they became technically feasible. Centrica also noted that static time-of-use tariff innovation was already possible today.[^4]

**Agreement on plan to introduce half-hourly settlement**

5. Co-operative Energy[^5] said that the plan could be implemented once the smart infrastructure (Data Communications Company/SMETS 2) was in place.

6. E.ON[^6] said that a plan could be agreed within three to six months, but did not think a mandatory plan was essential. Citizens Advice[^7] agreed that a plan should be agreed within six months and First Utility[^8] advocated an obligation to complete the planning work within 12 months.

7. Scottish Power[^9] said that the time until April 2017 should be used to develop a plan. Northern Powergrid[^10] believed that introducing the half-hourly settlement mandate should be post 2017 as this should allow for initial problems with the smart roll-out to be resolved and allowed for the ‘bedding in’ of profile classes 5 to 8 customers moving to half-hourly settlement. Gazprom[^11] expressed a similar view and said that the industry would be in a better position to review profile classes 1 to 4, once the transition of larger businesses (classes 5 to 8) had been undertaken.

8. RWE[^12] said, based on the experience of Nexus and P272, that a minimum of five years was required to agree to a final robust plan before migration to half-hourly settlements could begin and that this would be on the assumption there would be no further delays to smart metering.

[^4]: Centrica response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, p97.
[^6]: E.ON, response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, p76.
[^7]: Citizens Advice response to Remedies Notice, p59.
[^8]: First Utility response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, p50, paragraph 3.139.
[^9]: Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, p47.
[^10]: Northern Powergrid response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, p5, paragraph 18.
[^12]: RWE response to Remedies Notice, p124.
9. EDF Energy\textsuperscript{13} did not have a firm view about how long parties should have to agree a plan but believed that to ensure successful and timely delivery, sufficient time must be devoted at the start of the programme by DECC, Ofgem and the industry to scope out the end-to-end changes required to various industry processes and industry codes. It added that it was essential that lessons were learnt from recent major changes such as Project Nexus and P272 in order to ensure efficient delivery.

10. Centrica\textsuperscript{14} said that a plan could only be agreed once a full cost benefit analysis had been completed and that key to this cost benefit analysis would be identifying the point at which the business case for half-hourly settlement for profile classes 1 to 4 turned positive.

**Barriers to the introduction of a cost-effective option to use half-hourly settlement**

11. The SLEFs\textsuperscript{15} said that a main barrier was storing and processing large amounts of data and the related costs of upgrading both supplier settlement systems and central systems. SSE\textsuperscript{16} submitted that a fundamental system redesign was needed to be able to process the large volume of data necessary for half-hourly settlement. EDF Energy\textsuperscript{17} also considered that half-hourly settlement of around 30 million customers could not be accommodated by simply scaling up the current processes and would instead require a new set of much more automated processes to be developed to cope with the significant increase in the volume of data flows. Additionally, EDF Energy\textsuperscript{18} said that centralised data collection/aggregation/processing through, for example, the Data Communications Company could minimise data flows. E.ON\textsuperscript{19} also said that centralised data processing, similar to the approach used in the gas industry could deliver economies of scale and keep costs lower.

12. SSE\textsuperscript{20}, Centrica\textsuperscript{21}, Scottish Power\textsuperscript{22} and EDF Energy\textsuperscript{23} identified securing customers’ agreement to collect half-hourly consumption data from a smart

\textsuperscript{13} EDF Energy response to Remedies Notice, p47.
\textsuperscript{14} Centrica response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, p97.
\textsuperscript{16} SSE response to Remedies Notice, p95.
\textsuperscript{17} EDF Energy response to Remedies Notice, p47.
\textsuperscript{18} ibid, p47.
\textsuperscript{19} E.ON, response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, p76, paragraph 352.
\textsuperscript{20} SSE response to Remedies Notice, p95.
\textsuperscript{21} Centrica response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, p96.
\textsuperscript{22} Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, p47.
\textsuperscript{23} EDF Energy response to Remedies Notice, p48.
meter as a further barrier (ie privacy concerns).\textsuperscript{24} SSE\textsuperscript{25} also said that these concerns would need to be fully reviewed in the context of the Data Protection Act, licence conditions and industry codes.

13. Scottish Power\textsuperscript{26} and EDF Energy\textsuperscript{27} said that data estimation rules for half-hourly data when it was unavailable and a robust transition plan to half-hourly settlement were important key developments/prerequisites that needed to take place.

14. First Utility\textsuperscript{28} said that the tendency for the industry to cover every single possible issue, no matter how material, could be a barrier. It added\textsuperscript{29} that this could be reduced by phasing in settlement, to the majority initially, and subsequently rolling out settlement to customers with more complex metering configurations. Scottish Power\textsuperscript{30} identified the timeline for settlement as another issue to be addressed.

15. RWE\textsuperscript{31} said that a large barrier for suppliers was the uncertainty created by the lack of a strategic vision and the instability of the present regulatory arrangements. It added that DECC and Ofgem needed to assure suppliers that targets and objectives around half-hourly settlement would not change unduly once a plan had been agreed.

16. Opus Energy\textsuperscript{32} said that some market participants lacked the resource to manage multiple IT change projects concurrently and that it would be less risky if an incremental implementation approach was used.

17. Ofgem\textsuperscript{33} identified two aspects of existing settlement that might need to change to enable half-hourly settlement. These were the Change of Measurement Class process that is used to transfer sites to half-hourly settlement, and the definition and delivery of data collection and data aggregation.

18. Ofgem,\textsuperscript{34} and National Grid\textsuperscript{35} said that managing large amounts of data would be a principal barrier to half-hourly settlement.

\textsuperscript{24} The Data Access and Privacy Framework for smart metering developed by DECC currently prohibits energy suppliers from collecting data with greater granularity than daily unless the customer has opted in.
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19. Changeworks\textsuperscript{36} and Drax\textsuperscript{37} said that the quality of smart meter data could be a barrier. The Information Commissioner’s Office\textsuperscript{38} and SSE\textsuperscript{39} said that customers could refuse suppliers access to smart meter data under data protection laws.

Optional vs mandatory half-hourly settlement

20. Citizens Advice,\textsuperscript{40} Co-operative Energy,\textsuperscript{41} EDF Energy,\textsuperscript{42} Good Energy,\textsuperscript{43} and Ofgem\textsuperscript{44} advocated mandatory half-hourly settlement. E.ON\textsuperscript{45} and RWE\textsuperscript{46} advocated optional half-hourly settlement. First Utility\textsuperscript{47} and Scottish Power\textsuperscript{48} said that it would be prudent to make half-hourly settlement optional in the first instance.

21. Centrica\textsuperscript{49} submitted that optional half-hourly settlement created the risk of gaming whereby suppliers would settle half-hourly those customers whose difference from a profiled usage benefits the supplier’s imbalance and trading position. Centrica,\textsuperscript{50} Citizens Advice,\textsuperscript{51} Good Energy,\textsuperscript{52} and Ofgem\textsuperscript{53} all agreed that mandatory half-hourly settlement would reduce this risk.

22. SSE\textsuperscript{54} argued that with optional half-hourly settlement the customer population as a whole would have paid for a system that would only be used by some and that this outcome would negatively impact a cost benefit analysis on moving to universal half-hourly settlement.

23. EDF Energy\textsuperscript{55} and SSE\textsuperscript{56} said that mandatory settlement would eliminate the need to maintain both non half-hourly and half-hourly regimes, which would reduce costs compared to maintaining both regimes. EDF Energy\textsuperscript{57} added
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that maintaining both regimes, ie via elective half-hourly settlement, couldecome a barrier to switching and would increase costs due to the complex
and manually intensive processes for transferring between half-hourly and
non-half-hourly settlements.

24. E.ON\textsuperscript{58} said that optional half-hourly settlement would allow the market to
meet customer demand as it developed and that mandating half-hourly
settlement risked pre-judging technology developments and could result in
forcing industry to incur costs that were unnecessary. RWE\textsuperscript{59} said that
optional half-hourly settlement would be preferable as: there would always be
sites that would be settled on a non-half-hourly basis; it would allow parties to
make changes in accordance with their own IT and product programmes, and
in response to customers’ demands; and it would allow suppliers to
differentiate, innovate and reduce risks to consumers.

25. First Utility\textsuperscript{60} said that half-hourly settlement should be optional in an initial
phase as this would be more efficient logistically and allow for problems to be
identified and resolved within a small group of customers first. It added that
once half-hourly capability was delivered and working without issue, it would
like to see its use being mandated across all suppliers within a two-year
period.

26. Scottish Power\textsuperscript{61} considered it unwise to move to mandatory half-hourly
settlement for all customers straight away, given the scale of the proposed
change. It said that a more prudent approach would involve early tests with
opt-in customers then amendments to the data access and privacy framework
for smart metering. It also said that whether it was appropriate to make half-
hourly settlement mandatory for all customers was a matter that it would be
best considered as the detailed plan was developed and there was better
sight of the technical issues, rather than now.

\textsuperscript{58} E.ON response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, p76.
\textsuperscript{59} RWE response to Remedies Notice, p125.
\textsuperscript{60} First Utility response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, pp50 & 51, paragraph 3.142.
\textsuperscript{61} Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, p48.
Distributional considerations

27. The Behavioural Insights Team, Citizens Advice, Drax, EDF Energy and NEA noted the potential detrimental impact that time-of-use tariffs could have on groups that would find it hard to shift their energy load.

28. Citizens Advice said that there was good reason to believe that the main beneficiaries of time-of-use tariffs would be more affluent and engaged consumers, while vulnerable consumers might lose out. The Behavioural Insights Team said that recent behavioural economics literature suggested that vulnerable customers might be less able to change their energy usage patterns. Gazprom noted that some domestic and SME customers would not have the flexibility to change their consumption patterns and could face significant increases in energy costs.

29. Co-operative Energy, EDF Energy, Northern Powergrid and SSE raised concerns that time-of-use tariffs might be difficult to understand by certain customer groups, and that they might experience detriment because of a lack of understanding.

30. Centrica, Drax and E.ON said that some customers might not be able to afford smart appliances that allowed load shifting.

31. Centrica instead, believed that the distributional impacts would be negligible overall and that where they occurred it would be dependent on different customers’ ability and willingness to shift their consumption in response to the price signals received. Further it considered plausible that those customers able to afford smart appliances would probably be the principal beneficiaries of dynamic time-of-use tariffs. It added that this hypothesis should be tested as part of a cost benefit analysis before any implementation plan was drawn up. It also anticipated that post half-hourly settlement suppliers would

---
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continue to offer flat rate tariffs and that this could mitigate any distributional impacts.

32. A number of mitigating remedies were suggested to help vulnerable customers. Citizens Advice said that suppliers shouldn’t be able to sell time-of-use tariffs during smart meter installation, as customers were unlikely to be able to make an informed decision at that time.\textsuperscript{76} The Behavioural Insights Team suggested that during smart meter installation, advice on how to use the load shifting features of appliances (eg how to set a washing machine on delay) should be given.\textsuperscript{77} RWE\textsuperscript{78} said that in the future world of smart metering the onus would be on the supplier to signal to the customer when demand could be shifted and that all customers, including vulnerable customers, could benefit from this.

\textbf{When use of half-hourly consumption data should replace settlement based on assumed customer profiles}

33. Some parties\textsuperscript{79} expected or advocated a phased roll-out of half-hourly settlement before 2020. Citizens Advice said that a phased roll-out prior to 2020 would deliver the benefits of smart metering earlier and allow data quality issues to be managed more efficiently.\textsuperscript{80} Ofgem \textsuperscript{81} said that roll-out just before 2020 would reduce the risk of concurrent regulatory change derailing the roll-out and that the industry would have more resource available at this time.

34. E.ON\textsuperscript{82} said that half-hourly settlement should be optional and that once the smart meter roll-out picked up it expected half-hourly settlement to be phased in as demand for more innovative tariffs grew. It considered that there was no need for targets and dates. Further it argued that if half-hourly settlement was to be mandated, this would be most effective if introduced from 2020, once the smart meter roll-out was complete.

35. EDF Energy\textsuperscript{83} and RWE\textsuperscript{84} advocated the introduction of half-hourly settlement only after the end of the smart meter roll-out in 2020. EDF Energy\textsuperscript{85} believed
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that this would be a more efficient process, in particular by ensuring there was a single set of centralised processes, such as smart meter enrolment at the Data Communications Company and centralised Data Processing and Aggregation, before implementation. It also highlighted the risk of implementing such a large and complex change at the same time as the large number of industry reforms currently underway such as smart metering roll-out, next day switching, Data Communications Company development and Project Nexus.

36. Centrica\textsuperscript{86} said that a later implementation of half-hourly settlement would likely be cheaper and have more demand. If elective half-hourly settlement was introduced, it considered that there should be controls against gaming by, for example, preventing suppliers from choosing which sites to nominate for half-hourly settlement and which to keep in the current process.

37. SSE\textsuperscript{87} said that half-hourly settlement should not be rushed through before a significant proportion of customers had smart meters.

38. Scottish Power \textsuperscript{88} said that if the industry could develop its plans and approach up to April 2017, suppliers could then start to roll-out half-hourly settlement in 2018 and 2019. Further, it added, based on its experience of US markets that it might be appropriate for the whole market to move to half-hourly settlement around one year after the completion of smart meter roll-out.
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